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identified the dynasty with the national religion; Khilandar
was the nursery of the Serbian Church, whence came its
earliest prelates and priests. Dushan completed the double
work of Nemanja and Sava; when he became 'Emperor of
the Serbs and Greeks', the imperial crown was placed upon
his head at Skoplie by the newly appointed Serbian Patriarch
of Fetch. The brand-new Serbian Empire, after the fashion
of parvenus, slavishly copied the ceremonial of the ancient
Empire of Constantinople. The Serbian Tsar sought to
connect himself with the historical figures of the rulers of
Byzantium by assuming the tiara and the double eagle.
The officials of the Serbian Court were decorated with
grandiloquent Byzantine titles, and contemporary docu-
ments reveal to us the existence of a Serbian 'Sebastocrator',
'Great Logothete', 'Caesar', and 'Despot', while Cattaro and
Scutari were governed by Serbian 'Counts', and smaller
places like Antivari, the seat of the 'Primate of Serbia' in the
Catholic hierarchy, by 'Captains'. Thus, as of old, Graecia
ca-pta ferum mctorem cepit. The way had already been pre-
pared by the six marriage's of Serbian kings with Greek
princesses. Thus, when Stephen Urosh II, 'the Henry
VIII of the Balkans', took, through Byzantine theological
sophistry, as his fourth wife, Simonis, the only daughter of
Andronicus II, his marriage with this Byzantine child was
prompted alike by snobbishness and ambition. But the
Court of the third Stephen Urosh, also the husband of a
noble Byzantine, was ridiculed by the historian Nicephorus
Gregoras, who came thither on a diplomatic mission from
the Byzantine Empire. 'One cannot expect apes and ants to
act like eagles and lions' was his complacent remark when he
recrossed the Serbian frontier. But he failed to recognize
the sterling natural qualities of the Serbian race which
underlay this thin veneer of alien culture. If rough Serbia
gained prestige, decadent Byzantium acquired strength from
these intermarriages; the only loser was the unfortunate
princess, sacrificed to make a diplomatic triumph. In
Serbia, as in Greece, the Church became the centre of
Nationalism under the Turkish domination; but in 1690 its
centre of gravity was transferred from Fetch to the more
congenial atmosphere of Karlovitz in Austrian territory.

